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Rational strategies toward efficient and stable
lead-free tin halide perovskite solar cells

Dongxu He,a Liang Shen, *b Yang Bai *a and Lianzhou Wang *ac

Despite the incredible progress of lead halide perovskite solar cells (LHPSCs), concerns remain regarding

their potential impacts on the environment and human heath arising from their toxic and dissolvable

lead content. Significant efforts have been devoted to searching lead-free halide perovskites over the

past years. Among all these candidates, tin halide perovskites (THPs) have shown the most promise,

where the efficiency of THP solar cells (THPSCs) has been progressing steadily. However, a considerable

gap still exists between THPSCs and LHPSCs in terms of both efficiency and environmental stability. In

this review, we first present a fundamental understanding of the origins of the inadequate efficiency and

stability of THPSCs. Subsequently, a comprehensive and up-to-date overview focusing on the strategies

addressing these issues facing THPSCs, including composition and dimension tuning, additive

engineering and device engineering, is provided. Finally, we discuss the remaining challenges and give a

perspective outlining the possible future directions for closing the gap between THPSCs and LHPSCs.

1. Introduction

Over the past years, lead halide perovskites (LHPs) have
emerged as promising semiconductor materials in a number
of research fields ranging from photovoltaics (PV) to light

emitting diodes and high-energy radiation detectors. This is
due to their extraordinary properties including large absorption
coefficients, long carrier lifetimes, and defect tolerance. In
particular, the meteoric increase in the power conversion
efficiency (PCE) of lead halide perovskite solar cells (LHPSCs)
surpassing 25% has attracted intense attraction from both the
scientific and industrial communities. Despite these admirable
achievements, the lead toxicity has raised significant environ-
mental risks and safety concerns, which is a considerable
barrier for LHPSCs to enter the market.1–3 To address such
issues, the past few years have seen an increasing level of
interest in replacing lead with less toxic metals. Elements such
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as tin (Sn), germanium (Ge), bismuth (Bi), and antimony (Sb)
have been investigated extensively as substitutes for lead (Pb) in
halide perovskites.4–6 Among these elements, tin has emerged
as the most promising substitute for lead. As it is in the same
group, tin has a similar valence electron structure as well as
ionic radius (1.18 Å) to Pb (1.19 Å). Similar to the 6s2 electrons
on Pb, the 5s2 lone-pair electrons on Sn cause an antibonding
valence band (VB) edge via their interaction with the anions,
which may aid in defect tolerance.7 Moreover, the tendency for
the lone pair on Sn to express its stereochemistry produces a
highly anharmonic energy landscape for polar distortions of
the octahedral cation environment, which results in enhanced

dynamic behaviour, elevated ionic dielectric response and
reduced lattice thermal conductivity. This, in turn, leads to
reduced electron–hole recombination rates and thus prolonged
excited state carrier lifetimes in THPs similar to their Pb
counterparts.7 A further advantage of THPs is their lower
bandgaps and thus broader absorption ranges as compared
to LHPs, showing their potential to deliver even higher theore-
tical efficiency.

THPs were first reported back in 1974,8 and their application
as light absorbers in Schottky solar cells was first demonstrated
in 2012, delivering a PCE of 0.9%.9 Important breakthroughs in
tin halide perovskite solar cells (THPSCs) were achieved in 2014

Fig. 1 Evolution of the PCE of Sn-based PSCs based on different dimensions and compositions; all points with over 10% PCE and the highest PCE of
each category are marked with its institute and its certification status: CsSnI3 with a 3D structure,25–29 FASnI3 with a 3D structure,30–37 MASnI3 with a 3D
structure,11,38,39 QD CsSnI3,40 and mixed-cation ASnI3 perovskite with a 2D/3D structure.14,15,41–43
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by using methylammonium tin iodide (MASnI3, MA = CH3NH3
+)

with PCEs of 5–6%.10,11 Nevertheless, the strong Sn 5s–I 5p
antibonding coupling leads to very low formation energies of
Sn vacancies in MASnI3 materials, which results in high hole
densities of intolerable values exceeding 1020 cm�3,12 and there-
fore limits further PCE enhancement for MASnI3-based THPSCs.
Recently, it was found that such a self-p-doping characteristic is
alleviated in formamidinium tin iodide (FASnI3, FA = HC(NH2)2

+),
because the larger ionic size of the FA cation weakens the
antibonding coupling between the Sn 5s and I 5p, which increases
the formation energies of Sn vacancies and thus reduces the
p-conductivity in FASnI3.13 The enhanced PCE and reproducibility
demonstrated in FASnI3 devices have again fuelled intense
interest among the community. More recently, the PCE of
THPSCs has been further improved to 12–13% (Fig. 1) with
encouraging stability through composition engineering, dimen-
sion tuning, and interface modification.14,15

Though some of the achievements in THPSCs have been
summarized in earlier reviews,16–24 there lacks a systematic
overview and analysis focusing on the latest advances in
enhancing the operational stability and PCE of THPSCs in the
context of the whole layered configuration, which could serve as
important guidance for future research. In addition, the under-
standing of the fundamental optoelectronic properties of THPs
is crucial for closing the gap between THPSCs and LHPSCs.
In this Review, we first present a fundamental understanding
and analysis of the origins of low efficiency and stability in
THPSCs. We then critically review and assess the strategies
proposed for the efficiency and stability enhancement of
THPSCs, which include composition and dimension tuning,
additive engineering, crystallization control and device engi-
neering. Lastly, we discuss the remaining challenges facing
THPSCs and give an outlook of future research directions
aiming to achieve more efficient and stable THPSCs toward
commercialization.

2. Origins of the low efficiency and
poor stability of THPSCs

As compared to LHPs, THPs have the advantages of higher
charge mobility,44 and narrower bandgaps that allow a wider
range of light absorption.45,46 However, the PCEs achieved in
THPSCs have lagged far behind those of LHPSCs, which is
mainly due to the significant amount of defects within THPs
resulting from their fast crystallization and the spontaneous
oxidation of Sn2+ to Sn4+.22,47 The defects in the bulk and
surfaces acting as charge traps would cause serious non-
radiative recombination and thus deteriorate the device efficiency
and stability. Furthermore, the current device architecture and
charge transport layers used in THPSCs are far from optimization,
which lead to imperfect band alignment at interfaces and exagge-
rate device degradation under operating conditions.

This section will probe the origins of defect formation and
interface imperfections in THPSCs, which we believe is crucial
for assessing the current research and inspiring new strategies

to further improve the efficiency and operational stability of
THPSCs toward practical application.

2.1 Photovoltaic performance analysis

For THPs with 1.2–1.4 eV bandgaps, the theoretical maximum
PCE is around 32%.2,30,35,38,48 However, the best PCE reported
for THPSCs is still far below this value mainly due to their low
open-circuit voltage (VOC) and short-circuit current density
( JSC). To clearly identify the issues THPSCs are facing, we first
examine the reported photovoltaic performance and analyse
the gap between the reported values and theoretical ones.

Under realistic conditions, both the radiative and non-
radiative recombination should be taken into account, and
thus the VOC can be estimated via the following equation:

qVOC = Eg � Vloss,rad � Vloss,non-rad (1)

where q is the elementary charge, Eg is the bandgap, Vloss,rad

is the voltage loss caused by radiative recombination, and
Vloss,non-rad is the voltage loss caused by non-radiative recombi-
nation. The voltage loss caused by radiative recombination is
inevitable due to the thermodynamic and absorption properties
of the material.49 Assuming that there is only radiative recom-
bination, the theoretical VOC values for THPs with bandgaps
of 1.2–1.4 eV are estimated to be 0.9 to 1.1 V, and hence the
Vloss, rad is 0.3 V.50 Nonetheless, the voltage losses reported in
THPSCs to date are usually larger than 0.41 V.15 Such extra loss
should come from non-radiative recombination,51,52 which
could be attributed to the trap states induced by Sn2+ oxidation
and fast crystallization of THPs53 as well as their interface
energy barrier.

The photocurrent density is usually determined by the
absorption properties (absorption spectra, absorption coefficient
etc.) of a light absorber and its ability to extract photogenerated
charge carriers.54,55 A certain thickness of the perovskite film is
needed to ensure the full absorption of light, and ideally, the
diffusion length of charge carriers (LD) should exceed the film
thickness to enable efficient collection of the photogenerated
charge carriers. The diffusion length can be calculated via the
following equation as a function of total recombination rate R:

LD = [mkBT/(qR)]1/2 (2)

where m is the charge carrier mobility, kB is the Boltzmann
constant, T is the temperature, q is the elementary charge, and
R is the total charge decay rate.56,57

The estimated JSC value for THPSCs is 32.1–38.8 mA cm�2

provided that all the photogenerated carriers are collected.50

Until now, the reported JSC values for THPSCs have only
reached B24 mA cm�2. Such low JSC values are most likely
attributed to the short diffusion lengths observed in THP films
with significant defects, mainly vacancies.58 The increased
defect-mediated recombination rate would reduce LD, hence
limiting the achievable JSC in THP films.

2.2 Defect formation

2.2.1 Oxidation of Sn2+ to Sn4+. The B-site cation Sn2+ has
an outer electron structure of [Kr]5s24d10. Due to the weak
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electromagnetic shielding effect of the 4d orbital, the 5s2 lone
pair electrons can be easily lost. Thus, the antibonding between
the Sn 5s and I 5p of THPs is much weaker than that between
the Pb 6s and I 5p of LHPs. This has been confirmed by the low
formation energy of Sn vacancies based on calculation.12

Hence, the Sn–I bonding in THPs can be more easily broken
and Sn2+ is readily oxidized to form Sn4+.59 For pure THPs like
ASnI3, the oxidation reaction would proceed via the following
mechanism:

ASnI3 + O2 - 2AI + SnO2 + SnI4 (3)

where A is the A site cation such as MA+, FA+, or cesium (Cs+).
Apparently, the oxidation of Sn2+ will be followed by the
sublimation of AI, leaving rich vacancies at A, Sn, and I sites
in THPs (Table 1).60

In addition, because the formation of Sn4+ is thermodyna-
mically favourable, it is almost impossible to exclude Sn4+

completely even in SnX2 precursors with ultrahigh purity.
Therefore, fresh THP films fabricated from such SnX2 precur-
sors inevitably contain Sn vacancies, which act as deep-level
trap states causing non-radiative recombination in THPSCs.

2.2.2 Fast crystallization. As Sn2+ has a greater Lewis
acidity than Pb2+, the reaction between SnI2 and Lewis bases
such as methylammonium iodide (MAI) is much faster during
film formation. Hence, THPs tend to crystallize more rapidly
under at room temperature,64 which results in an uneven
growth of perovskite crystals. Dong et al. suggested that, during
THP film formation, nucleation starts from the inside of the
wet layer and its air/solution interface simultaneously, causing
a random growth of crystallites. Thus, the resultant film would
have a poor morphological uniformity, pinholes, and small
grains with increased grain boundaries (GBs). The past studies
indicated that, compared to the bulk, Sn2+ at the GBs can be
more easily oxidized.65 This leads to rich deep-level trap states
at the GBs, and thus increases non-radiative recombination in
THPSCs.41

2.3 Device architecture

The device structure of PSCs can be classified as conventional
(n–i–p) and inverted (p–i–n) structures. Charge carriers can be
more easily generated at the transparent conductive oxide

(TCO)/charge transport interface where light enters. In the
conventional architecture, the photogenerated holes will need
to transport for a long distance to reach the HTL, and the holes
would cause Sn2+ oxidation along their passage through the
absorber layer.66 In addition, the most commonly used charge
transport materials for THPSCs are buckminsterfullerene (C60)
and PEDOT:PSS, of which the lowest unoccupied molecular
orbital (LUMO) and highest occupied molecular orbital
(HOMO) are not perfectly matched with the energy level of
THPs. Such imperfect energy level alignment will reduce the
maximum achievable VOC. Furthermore, this energy level
mismatch could result in energy barriers and disorders at the
interfaces, which increases non-radiative recombination and
limits device performance.15

3. Strategies for improving the device
performance and stability of THPSCs

Various strategies have been developed to address the above-
mentioned challenges for THPSCs. This section will give an
overview on the strategies reported for improving the stability
and PCE of THPSCs.

3.1 Composition and dimension tuning

Composition and dimension tuning has been proven to be an
effective strategy to improve the efficiency and stability of
THPSCs. The chemical composition of THPs can be varied by
altering the A (MA+, FA+, Cs+, guanidinium (GA+), n-butyl-
ammonium (BA+), phenethylammonium (PEA+), etc.), B (Sn2+,
Ge2+, etc.), and X (I�, Br�, Cl�, thiocyanate (SCN�), etc.) site
ions. By tuning the composition of THPs, their structural,
optical, and electronic properties can be manipulated.
Furthermore, upon increasing the size of the A-site cation,
the THPs will turn from three dimensional (3D) into two
dimensional (2D). With the incorporation of 2D perovskites,
the THP film becomes highly oriented, and the film quality can
be significantly improved. Thanks to the hydrophobic nature of
2D perovskites, the environmental stability of THPSCs could be
dramatically improved.70 Furthermore, by further tuning
the material dimensions down to zero dimensional quantum
dots, THPs can be stabilized under ambient conditions with

Table 1 Summary of the performance and stability of reported MASnI3 based THPSCs

Perovskite
composition Structure Year

JSC

(mA cm�2)
VOC

(V)
FF
(%)

PCE
(%) Stability Ref.

MASnI3 FTO/TiO2/m-TiO2/PVK/spiro-OMeTAD/Au 2014 16.8 0.88 42 6.4 Not reported 11
MASnIBr2 FTO/TiO2/m-TiO2/PVK/spiro-OMeTAD/Au 2014 12.3 0.82 57 5.7 Encapsulated for 12 h,

80% PCE retained
10

MASnI3 FTO/TiO2/m-TiO2/PVK/Au 2015 21.4 0.32 46 3.15 Not reported 61
MASnI3 ITO/PEDOT:PSS/PVK/C60/BCP/Ag 2016 12.1 0.38 36.6 1.7 Unencapsulated in air

for 10 min,
60% PCE retained

62

MASnI3 ITO/PEDOT:PSS/PVK/C60/BCP/Ag 2017 21.4 0.46 42.7 4.29 Not reported 34
{en}MASnI3 FTO/TiO2/m-TiO2/PVK/PTAA/Au 2017 24.3 0.43 63.7 6.6 Not reported 38
HA0.2MA0.8SnI3 ITO/PEDOT:PSS/PVK/PCBM/Al 2018 14.1 0.38 49 2.6 Stored in N2 for 5 days,

90% PCE retained
63

MASnI3 FTO/TiO2/m-TiO2/PVK/PTAA/Au 2019 22.9 0.49 64 7.1 Not reported 39
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proper selection of ligands. This section provides a critical
overview on the studies that apply composition and dimension
tuning strategies toward the efficiency and stability improve-
ment of THPSCs (Table 2).

3.1.1 3D THPs
MASnI3. MASnI3 has a bandgap of around 1.3 eV, enabling

a wider range of light harvesting for photovoltaic devices.
In 2014, Noel et al. first reported the use of MASnI3 as a light
absorber and demonstrated a PCE of 6.4%.11 Though this was a
big encouragement to the community, the efficiency was far
from satisfactory due to the low film quality with abundant
defects. By partially substituting MA+ cations with hydrazi-
nium ions (HA+), Tsarev et al. fabricated THPSCs based on
HA0.2MA0.8SnI3 composition, with improved film quality and
better stability. The existing Sn4+ impurity could be eliminated
with the incorporation of hydrazinium cations. It was found
that the hydrazine compounds tend to donate electrons,
forming strong hydrogen bonds between hydrazinium and
Sn2+. This would effectively suppress the formation of Sn4+

impurities, hence stabilizing the THPs.71 The resultant THP
film showed a longer photoluminescence (PL) lifetime com-
pared to the control sample.63 Later in 2019, Li et al. developed
a cation-exchange approach to fabricate MASnI3 from HASnI3,
showing enhanced film quality. In general, hydrazinium tin
iodide (HASnI3) was first deposited via spin-coating, then the
film was transformed into MASnI3 by exposing it to MAI vapor
for a short period.39 Hydrazine was generated during the film
conversion process, which suppressed the Sn2+ oxidation inside
the perovskite film. With improved film quality, the fabricated
device delivered a maximum PCE of 7.13%. Formamidinium
(FA+) with larger size was also considered as an effective cation
to incorporate with MA+. By optimizing the ratio of FA+ to MA+

cations, the quality of the THP film was improved significantly
owing to the better crystallinity, and the charge carrier recom-
bination was reduced in the mixed-cation THP film. The PCE
was increased from 4.29% to 8.12% for FAxMA1�xSnI3 when x
increased from 0 to 0.75.34

Altering the content of X anion in ABX3 can have a great
impact on their optical bandgap, perovskite structure, and
charge transport properties. Hao et al. first reported PSCs with
MASnI3–xBrx as absorber layers in 2014.10 The absorption onset
of the material could be tuned from 954 nm to 577 nm when all

the I� ions were substituted with Br�, and the VOC was
increased from 0.68 V to 0.88 V. With the MASnIBr2 composition,
the PSC demonstrated a PCE of 5.73% with a VOC of 0.82 V.
However, even the encapsulated device lasted for only 12 h.
To further enhance the stability of THPSCs, Tsai et al. incorpo-
rated three halides (I�, Br�, Cl�) into a perovskite lattice simulta-
neously, forming tri-halide MASnIBr2�xClx THPs.72 With
MASnIBr1.8Cl0.2 as the light absorber, the encapsulated device
demonstrated excellent stability, maintaining 90% of its initial
PCE after 2000 h of storage.

CsSnI3. To enhance thermal stability, inorganic THPs have
been explored by many researchers in the past few years. CsSnI3

exhibits a 1D double chain structured yellow phase and an
orthorhombic black phase at room temperature.73 The high
absorption coefficient and low exciton binding energy of black
phase CsSnI3 make it a possible candidate for photovoltaic
application.9,68 By applying a conventional structure with
m-TiO2 as an ETL, Kumar et al. reported a THPSC using CsSnI3

as a light absorber.25 The perovskite film was fabricated using a
one-step solution method with DMF and DMSO as the mixed
solvent. Owing to the broad light absorption range of CsSnI3,
the device exhibited a high JSC of over 22 mA cm�2. However,
the VOC was only 0.24 V, resulting in a low PCE of 2.02%, which
was mainly due to the high non-radiative recombination caused
by Sn4+ defects. To suppress the Sn2+ oxidation and reduce
voltage loss, a reducing atmosphere-assisted method was
reported for the crystal growth of CsSnI3, during which the
Sn2+ was stabilized.27 In the presence of a hydrazine atmo-
sphere during the fabrication of a CsSnI3 film, the VOC of
the resulting device was increased to 0.381 V, delivering a
champion PCE of 4.81%.27

The incorporation of Br anions was later demonstrated
as an effective approach to increase the VOC of CsSnI3 PSCs.
By gradually increasing the Br� in the composition, the band-
gap of CsSnI3�xBrx can be increased from 1.27 to 1.75 eV; hence
the achievable voltage of the device can be increased.67 Sabba
et al. achieved a higher VOC of 0.41 V and a PCE of 0.95% for
CsSnBr3 devices with SnF2 additive, and the PCE was further
improved to 1.67% with CsSnI2Br as an absorption layer.
Furthermore, the undesired yellow phase in CsSn(BrxI1�x)3

could be effectively suppressed with the incorporation of Br�

Table 2 Summary of the performance and stability of reported CsSnI3 based THPSCs

Perovskite
composition Structure Year

JSC

(mA cm�2)
VOC

(V)
FF
(%)

PCE
(%) Stability Ref.

CsSnI3/SnF2 additive FTO/TiO2/PVK/m-MTDATA/Au 2014 22.7 0.24 37 2.0 Stored in N2 for 250 h 25
CsSnI2Br FTO/TiO2/PVK/spiro-OMeTAD/Au 2015 15.06 0.289 38 1.67 Not reported 67
CsSnI3 ITO/NiOx/PVK/PCBM/Al 2016 10.2 0.52 62.5 3.3 Not reported 26
{en}CsSnI3 FTO/TiO2/m-TiO2/PVK/PTAA/Au 2017 25.07 0.280 53.82 3.79 Not reported 38
CsSnI3 FTO/TiO2/m-TiO2/PVK/PTAA/Au 2017 25.7 0.38 49.1 4.81 Not reported 27
CsSnI3/SnX2 FTO/TiO2/PVK/PTAA/Au 2018 18.5 0.44 52.9 4.3 Encapsulated for 100 h 68
Cs0.08FA0.92SnI3 ITO/PEDOT:PSS/PVK/C60/BCP/Ag 2018 20.7 0.44 66.8 6.1 Stored in N2 for 2000 h 28
CsSn0.5Ge0.5I3 FTO/PCBM/PVK/spiro-OMeTAD/Au 2018 18.1 0.63 60.6 7.1 MPPT in N2 for 500 h 69
CsSnI3 (QD) ITO/PEDOT:PSS/PVK/PCBM/Ag 2019 23.8 0.42 49.6 4.1 Stored in N2 for 30 days 40
Cs0.2FA0.8SnI3/SnX3

additive
ITO/PEDOT:PSS/PVK/PCBM/BCP/Ag 2020 21.6 0.64 75.2 10.0 MPPT in N2 for 1000 h,

95% PCE retained
29
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when x Z 1/3, leading to improved thermal and structural
stability (Table 3).74

Another promising way to stabilize CsSnI3 is introducing
germanium (Ge2+) into the material.75 By substituting 50% Sn
with Ge, CsSn0.5Ge0.5I3 was used as the light absorber in PSCs.69

The perovskite layer was deposited with a thermal evaporation
method and the deposited film exhibited a bandgap of 1.5 eV.
The XPS data shown in Fig. 2a and b indicate that Ge(IV)
dominates the shallow surface of the perovskite film, and the
XPS maps shown in Fig. 2c and d demonstrate a strong
correlation between Ge and O. Hence, it can be confirmed that
the oxidation of Ge resulted in a compact native GeO2 oxide layer,
which fully encapsulated and passivated the perovskite surfaces.
The champion device delivered a PCE of 7.11% based on the

device configuration and device band alignment shown in Fig. 2e
and f respectively. More encouragingly, the device showed excel-
lent stability, retaining 92% of its initial PCE after operating in N2

for 500 h, and it also demonstrated remarkable environmental
stability, maintaining 91% of the original PCE after continuous
illumination for 100 h in ambient air (Fig. 2g and h).

FASnI3. THPSCs based on MA+ and Cs+ cations have been
plagued with inadequate environmental stability and low PCEs
of one digit. After the use of THPs incorporating FA+ cations
with mitigated self-p-doping, the device efficiency started to
take off. FASnI3 was first introduced as an absorber layer for a
PSC in 2015 with a PCE of only 2.1%.30 In the subsequent years,
a number of approaches have been explored to increase the

Table 3 Summary of the performance and stability of reported FASnI3 based THPSCs

Perovskite
composition Structure Year

JSC

(mA cm�2)
VOC

(V)
FF
(%)

PCE
(%) Stability Ref.

FASnI3 FTO/TiO2/PVK/spiro-OMeTAD/Au 2015 24.5 0.24 36 2.1 Not reported 30
FASnI3/inverted structure
used/DE as antisolvent

ITO/PEDOT:PSS/PVK/C60/BCP/Ag 2016 22.1 0.47 60.7 6.2 Stored in N2 for 30 days, 85% PCE retained 31

FASnI3/SnF2–pyrazine
complex

FTO/TiO2/m-TiO2/PVK/
spiro-OMeTAD/Au

2016 23.7 0.32 63 4.8 Encapsulated for 100 days, 98% PCE retained 32

FASnI3 + SnF2 + TMA ITO/PEDOT:PSS/PVK/C60:
1 wt%TBAI/Ag

2017 22.45 0.47 67.8 7.09 Stored in N2 for 20 days, 80% PCE retained 76

{en}FASnI3 FTO/TiO2/PVK/PTAA/Au 2017 22.5 0.48 66.0 7.1 Encapsulated for 1000 h, 96% PCE retained 33
{en}FASnI3 FTO/TiO2/PVK/spiro-OMeTAD/Au 2017 22.5 0.46 69.7 7.2 Not reported 77
FA0.75MA0.25SnI3 ITO/PEDOT:PSS/PVK/C60/BCP/Ag 2017 21.2 0.61 62.7 8.1 Stored in N2 for 400 h,

80% PCE retained
34

FA0.75MA0.25SnI3 ITO/PEDOT:PSS/PVK/C60/BCP/Ag 2018 24.3 0.55 67.3 9.1 Stored in N2 for 30 days, 75% PCE retained 35
FA0.98EDA0.01SnI3 FTO/PEDOT:PSS/PVK/C60/BCP/Ag 2019 23.1 0.6 73 10.2 Not reported 37
FASnI3/p-conjugated
Lewis base molecules

ITO/PEDOT:PSS/PVK/C60/BCP/Ag 2019 21.2 0.63 74.7 10.2 Encapsulated for 1000 h, 90% PCE retained 36

FASnI3/PAI modified ITO/PEDOT:PSS/PVK/C60/BCP/Ag 2020 22.8 0.73 72 11.2 Tested under MPPT in N2 for 1000 h,
95% PCE retained

78

Fig. 2 (a) 3d XPS spectra of a CsSn0.5Ge0.5I3 perovskite film from different incidence angles. (b) Plot of Ge2+ fraction vs. incidence angle. XPS mapping of
(c) Ge 3d (33 eV) and (d) O 1s (532 eV) from the same area of the perovskite film. (e) Schematic illustration of a CsSn0.5Ge0.5I3 PSC device structure.
(f) Device band alignment. (g) Device stability of a CsSn0.5Ge0.5I3 based PSC. (h) J–V curves of the PSC before and after a 500 h operational stability test.69

Copyright 2019, Springer Nature.
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efficiency and stability of FASnI3 devices. By introducing pyr-
azine together with SnF2 into the FASnI3 precursor solution, the
resulting SnF2–pyrazine complex could effectively mitigate
the phase separation induced by SnF2 and improve film quality,
yielding an enhanced PCE of 4.8%. More encouragingly, the
encapsulated device retained 98% of its initial efficiency after
100 days of storage.32 In 2018, Kayesh introduced a co-additive
by doping the FASnI3 perovskite precursor with hydrazinium
chloride (N2H5Cl) and SnF2. N2H5Cl can facilitate the perovs-
kite film growth and act as a reducing agent for Sn4+.79,80 The
concentration of Sn4+ in the deposited FASnI3 film was success-
fully reduced by 20%. The fabricated device demonstrated a
PCE of 5.4%, and the encapsulated device maintained 65% of
its initial PCE after 1000 h of storage. In 2016, by applying an
inverted planar structure to avoid the corrosion due to the salt-
doped HTL and using diethyl ether (DE) as an anti-solvent to
produce a perovskite film with a good morphology, the PCE of
FASnI3 was improved to 6.22%.31

Kamarudin et al. further boosted the PCE of FASnI3-based
devices via ethane-1,2-diamine post-treatment. They reported
that the uncoordinated Sn2+ could be passivated through bonding
with the amine group, and the charge carrier recombination
can be efficiently reduced. By treatment with an optimized

amount of edamine, the PCE increased from 9.37% to 10.18%.37

Recently, Liu et al. demonstrated a PSC device based on n-propyl-
ammonium iodide (PAI) templated growth (TG) of a FASnI3 layer.
As illustrated in Fig. 3a, a FASnI3 layer is first deposited onto the
substrate, then PAI is spin-coated onto the FASnI3 layer to realize
the recrystallization of FASnI3. The large cation of PAI can aggre-
gate around FASnI3 and template the growth of FASnI3. As a result,
the FASnI3 intermediate phase can be reconstructed, hence
forming a preferable orientation along the 100 planes. Fig. 3b
and c show the cross-sectional SEM images of devices with and
without TG treatment. The TG-FASnI3 demonstrated a more evenly
distributed grain and smoother interface. The resultant device
demonstrated a certified PCE of 11.22%, and 1000 h of operational
stability (Fig. 3d and e).81

To predict the crystal structure stability of perovskites (ABX3)
with various compositions, the tolerance factor ‘‘t’’ was
proposed by Goldschmidt in the early 1920s and can be
calculated with the following equation:83

t ¼ RA þ RXð Þ
ffiffiffi

2
p

RB þ RXð Þ
(4)

where RA is the radius of the A cation, RB is the radius of the
B cation, and RX is the radius of the anion. In general, halide

Fig. 3 (a) Schematic illustration of FASnI3 perovskite fabrication and crystallization processes with and without the PAI TG method. Cross-sectional
images of PSC devices based on (b) FASnI3 and (c) TG-FASnI3. (d) J–V curves of FASnI3 and TG-FASnI3. (e) Stability test of PSCs fabricated with and
without the TG method.81 Copyright 2020, Royal Society of Chemistry. (f) Stability test of PSCs based on FASnI3 perovskites with and without CsI doping
stored in N2 and (g) stored in air.28 Copyright 2018, American Chemical Society. (h) Schematic illustration of structure transformation from a pristine 3D
perovskite to a hollow 3D perovskite.82 Copyright 2018, American Chemical Society.
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perovskites having tolerance factors in the range of 0.9–1.0
exhibit an ideal symmetrical cubic structure. Based on the
calculations from the ionic radius of the atoms (RMA = 1.8 Å,
RCs = 1.67 Å, RSn = 1.18 Å, RI = 2.20 Å),84,85 MASnI3 and CsSnI3

have tolerance factors of 0.84 and 0.81, respectively, which fall
out of the ideal range. Therefore, the incorporation of such
smaller size A cations (MA+ and Cs+) could generate distorted
BX6 octahedral units with reduced degrees of metal–halide
overlap and poor spin–orbit coupling, resulting in poor struc-
tural stability and optoelectronic properties.86 While the toler-
ance factor of FASnI3 with larger A-site cation (RFA = 2.53 Å)
is 0.99, which is within the ideal range,87,88 endowing more
stable crystal structure as compared with MASnI3 and CsSnI3.
Moreover, the antibonding coupling between Sn 5s and I 5p in
FASnI3 is weaker,12 and the hydrogen bonding between the FA+

cation and SnI6 inorganic framework is stronger,89 which
increase the activation energy required for the oxidation of Sn2+

in FASnI3 and thus alleviate the self-p-doping for enhanced
optoelectronic properties.

Incorporating the Cs+ cation of a smaller size into FASnI3

reduces the tolerance factor to one, which could further
improve the structural stability. A typical example of
Cs-doped FASnI3 is shown in Fig. 3f.28 The lattice size of the
perovskite was shrunk with the incorporation of CsI, and its
tolerance factor could be tuned to an ideal value for the
perovskite to form a stable cubic structure, which leads
to significantly improved operational, thermal and ambient
stability (Fig. 3f and g).28

It was recently found that the formation of ‘‘hollow
{en}FASnI3’’ by incorporating the ethylenediammonium (en)
(Ren = 3.743 Å) as an A cation is another effective strategy to
improve the stability of FASnI3. Despite being too large to
fit into the perovskite lattice according to the Goldschmidt
empirical prediction, it was surprising to see that the en cations
were indeed incorporated in the 3D perovskite structure.90

It was later unveiled that, with the inclusion of en cations, B
and X site atoms were partially eliminated from the structure,
leaving massive Schottky defects in the 3D perovskite structure.33

Hence, the elimination of certain neutral SnI2 fragments led to the
formation of a hollow perovskite structure while retaining the
stabilized 3D motif (Fig. 3h). Furthermore, the valence band
maximum (VBM) of hollow {en}FASnI3 was found to be decreased
upon the extrusion of SnI2 units with the absolute work function
shifted to lower energy, which therefore inhibited the Sn2+ oxida-
tion process for enhanced chemical stability. As a result, solar
cells fabricated with the hollow {en}FASnI3 delivered an enhanced
PCE of 7.14%, and the encapsulated devices exhibited impressive
stability, retaining 96% of the initial PCE after aging in air for
1000 h.33

2D/3D THPs. To further enhance the stability and PCE of
THPSCs, the construction of 2D/3D THPs was recently
proposed by incorporating large A-site cations including
PEA+, BA+, GA+, ammonium valeric acid (AVA+), ethylammo-
nium (EA+) and so forth. In recent studies, 2D/3D THPs not only
exhibited excellent moisture stability, but also demonstrated

improved resistance to Sn2+ oxidation, which greatly improved
the PCE and ambient stability of THPSCs.

2D/3D perovskites can be derived from 3D perovskites by
partially replacing the small cations (e.g., MA+, FA+) with larger
organic cations, which disrupts the 3D structure with steric
hindrance. Depending on the type of large organic cation,
2D/3D perovskites can be classified as Ruddlesden–Popper
(R–P) and Dion–Jacobson (D–J) phases. R–P perovskites have
the formula A02An�1BnX3n+1, where A0 is the monovalent large
organic cation (i.e., R–NH3

+, where R is a long-chain alkyl or an
aromatic group), B is the metal cation (e.g., Pb2+, Sn2+), and X is
the anion (e.g., I�, Br�, Cl�). D–J perovskites are distinguished
from RP perovskites by having a divalent large organic cation
(i.e., +NH3–R–NH3

+) with a general formula of A00An�1BnX3n+1 as
well as a smaller interlayer spacing and lower bandgap
energies.92 Recently, an alternating cation in the interlayer
space (ACI) phase with a general formula of A0 0 0AnBnX3n+1 was
reported, in which the monovalent large organic cation (A0 0 0)
with three amine groups (e.g., GA+) is located at the interlayer of
perovskite slap along with small cations (FA+, MA+ or Cs+).93

Compared to 3D THPs, 2D/3D THPs exhibit substantially
enhanced ambient and chemical stability. The incorporation of
bulky organic cations increases the formation energy of 2D/3D
perovskites due to the additional force (e.g., van der Waals and
hydrogen bonding) induced by 2D perovskites that effectively
reduces molecular desorption.92 Moreover, recent density func-
tional theory (DFT) calculations showed that with the incor-
poration of bulky organic cations, the decomposition enthalpy
of 2D/3D THPs decreased relative to their 3D counterparts,94

which indicates increased resistance to Sn2+ oxidation in 2D/3D
THPs. Such theoretical calculation was consistent with the
experimental observation showing substantially enhanced air
stability in 2D/3D THPSCs. Additionally, the encapsulating
bulky organic cations and compact perovskite film would
effectively protect Sn2+ from contact with moisture and oxygen
simultaneously,43 further augmenting the oxidation resistance
of 2D/3D THPs.

The optoelectronic properties and stability of 2D/3D perovs-
kites can be varied with different large organic cations. Therefore,
a few factors should be considered for selecting suitable large
organic cations. Firstly, the net positive charge of bulky organic
cations determines the bonding strength between organic spacers
and BX6 inorganic octahedral units (RNH3

+ 4 R2NH2
+ 4 R3NH+

4 R4N+ in the order of preference). Secondly, the hydrogen
bonding of large organic cations can stabilize the distorted
perovskite structure; hence, the hydrogen bonding capacity
of the spacer should be considered. Thirdly, flexible aliphatic
hydrocarbons are preferred to rigid aromatic hydrocarbons as it is
harder for rigid aromatic hydrocarbons to be incorporated into
the perovskite lattice and to induce 3D to 2D phase transforma-
tion; thus, the stereochemistry of large organic cations should
be considered. Lastly, linear interdigitating organic cations are
preferred over branched irregular cations as they possess a better
space filling ability.95

Furthermore, the amount of large organic cations also plays
a key role in determining the optoelectronic properties of
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2D/3D perovskites. As the bulky cation content increases, the
thin films become more preferentially oriented, while quantum
confinement effects and exciton binding energy increase
simultaneously, which leads to reduced charge-carrier mobility
and increased bimolecular and Auger recombination rate
constants. The monomolecular charge recombination rate
decreases first with increasing bulky cation content due to a
trap passivation effect, then increases as excitonic recombina-
tion begins to dominate.96 Furthermore, too much bulky cation
content would also cause significant expansion of the bandgap,
which could limit the photovoltaic application due to insuffi-
cient light absorption.97 Therefore, an optimum composition is
essential to achieve favourable optoelectronic properties for
2D/3D perovskites (Table 4).

In addition to their chemical composition, the crystal-
lization of 2D/3D THPs and their crystal structures have great
impact on their optoelectronic properties and stability. Therefore,
to improve further their stability and photovoltaic performance, it
is crucial to unveil the crystallization mechanism of 2D/3D THPs.
As the PEA cation has been widely used to fabricate 2D/3D THPs,
Dong et al. took PEA2FAn�1SnnI3n+1 as a typical example and
conducted both ex situ and in situ studies to reveal the crystal-
lization of 2D/3D THPs with different PEA contents (Fig. 4). They
indicated that, for pure 3D and 2D/3D THPs with n 4 24, the
crystallization started from the air/solution interface and the bulk
of the solution simultaneously. On the other hand, for pure 2D
and 2D/3D THPs with n r 24, the crystallization in the bulk could
be suppressed with the incorporation of PEA+ cations and the
crystal growth will follow a different pattern. In particular, for
2D/3D THPs with n r 24, a highly oriented layer of a similar
crystal structure to a 3D phase would form at the top and a layer of
a quasi-2D phase would form at the bottom.91

The incorporation of large organic cations such as PEA+

would enable the crystallization of THPs at lower temperatures
with enhanced orientations. As shown in the XRD patterns in
Fig. 5a and b, the (100) peaks of 2D/3D THPs at 14.01 showed
40 times higher intensity than that of the reference 3D THP.
As compared with the reference 3D sample, the stronger (h00)
peak indicated the preferred grain crystallization along (h00)

Table 4 Summary of the performance and stability of reported 2D/3D THPSCs

Perovskite composition Structure Year
JSC

(mA cm�2)
VOC

(V)
FF
(%)

PCE
(%) Stability Ref.

(PEA)2(FA)n�1SnnI3n+1 ITO/NiOx/PVK/PCBM/Al 2017 14.4 0.59 69 5.9 Stored in N2 for 100 h, 96%
PCE retained

43

0.92(FASnI3) +
0.08(PEA2SnI4)

ITO/PEDOT:PSS/PVK/C60/BCP/Al 2017 24.1 0.53 71 9 Stored in air for 80 h, 60% PCE
retained

41

BA2MA3Sn4I13 FTO/TiO2/m-TiO2/PVK/PTAA/Au 2017 23.2 0.23 45.2 2.4 Encapsulated and stored for
30 days. 80% PCE retained

70

BA0.15FA0.85SnI3/1%EDAI ITO/PEDOT:PSS/PVK/C60/BCP/Ag 2018 21.3 0.58 71.8 8.9 Stored in N2 for 2000 h, 90%
PCE retained

98

GA0.2FA0.78SnI3–1%EDAI ITO/PEDOT:PSS/PVK/C60/BCP/Ag 2018 21.2 0.62 72.9 9.6 Stored in N2 for 2000 h, stored
in air for 170 h, no obvious
change

42

PEA0.15FA0.85SnI3/NH4SCN ITO/NiOx/PVK/PCBM/Ag 2018 22.1 0.58 65.2 9.4 Stored in N2 for 600 h, 90%
PCE retained

99

FASnI3 + PEAI + FASCN FTO/TiO2/m-TiO2/PVK/PTAA/Au 2018 22.5 0.53 68.3 8.17 Stored in N2 for 1000 h, 90%
retained

100

BA2MA3Sn4I13 ITO/PEDOT:PSS/PVK/PCBM/LiF/Al 2019 21.9 0.38 48.3 4.0 Stored in N2 for 94 days, no
obvious decrease

101

(BA0.5PEA0.5)2FA3Sn4I13 ITO/PEDOT:PSS/PVK/C60/LiF/Al 2019 21.8 0.6 66.7 8.8 Stored in N2 for 8 days, 59%
PCE retained

102

AVA2FA4Sn5I16 ITO/PEDOT:PSS/PVK/PCBM/BCP/Ag 2019 21 0.61 68 8.7 Stored in N2 for 400 h, no
decrease

103

PEAxFA1�xSnI3/NH4SCN ITO/PEDOT:PSS/PVK/ICBA/BCP/Ag 2020 17.4 0.94 75 12.4 Encapsulated for 3800 h, 90%
PCE retained

15

(FA1�xEAx)0.98EDA0.01SnI3/GeI2 FTO/PEDOT:PSS/PVK/P3HT/Ag/Au 2020 20.3 0.84 78 13.2 Not reported 14

Fig. 4 Proposed mechanism of the 2D/3D THP crystallization process.91

Copyright 2020, WILEY-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim.
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planes parallel to the surfaces of the 2D/3D THPs. The grazing
incidence wide-range X-ray scattering (GIWAXS) measurement
suggested that the growth orientation of a pristine FASnI3 film
exhibited high randomness, while the 2D/3D film showed
oriented grains (Fig. 5f–h). Furthermore, the incorporation of
a small amount of PEA+ seemed to fuse the grain with blurred
grain boundaries as can be seen in the SEM images in Fig. 5i–l,
which would eventually help improve the charge transfer. As a
result, the device based on a PEA+ incorporated THPSC demon-
strated an enhanced PCE of 9%.41 To further improve stability,
Kim et al. introduced formamidinium thiocyanate (FASCN) as
an additive for the fabrication of 2D/3D THPs.100 They claimed
that the SCN� anions have strong bonding with Sn2+ ions,
which could prevent them from oxidation. The device demon-
strated a PCE of 8.17%, with 90% of its initial PCE maintained
after 1000 h of storage in a N2 filled glove box.

To further improve film quality, other organic iodide salts
such as butylammonium iodide (BAI), ethylenediammonium

diiodide (EDAI2), and ethylammonium iodide (EAI) were also
explored to fabricate 2D/3D THPs. The incorporation of EAI
or EDAI could slow down the crystallization and effectively
suppress the formation of pinholes with large perovskite grain
size, yielding a more uniform 2D/3D THP film. The resulting
devices delivered moderate PCEs in the range of 8–9%.104

By incorporating both EDAI2 and BAI into FASnI3, Jokar et al.
significantly enhanced the stability of 2D/3D THP devices,
which was sustained after ageing for 2000 h.98

More recently, Nishimura et al. systematically investigated
the impact of the EA+ cation amount. As shown in Fig. 6a, the
increase of EA+ cation amount did not change the orthorhombic
structure of 2D/3D THPs, whereas the featured (100) and (200)
perovskite peaks showed increments, which indicates the
improved crystallinity of 2D/3D THPs. Moreover, the blueshift
of the absorption edge with the increase of EA+ indicates the
increase of bandgap (Fig. 6b). The Photoelectron Yield Spectro-
scopy (PYS) spectra shown in Fig. 6c indicate that the increase of
EAI amount would result in a deeper valence band maximum.
As a result, the improved band alignment could promote the
charge extraction from the perovskite layer to the HTL and
reduce the charge recombination at the interface (Fig. 6d). The
blueshift was then further confirmed by steady-state PL measure-
ment (Fig. 6e), and correspondingly, the charge carrier lifetime
was increased from 12.9 ns for a pristine FASnI3 layer to 20.1 ns
for 2D/3D THPs (Fig. 6f), confirming better charge transport.
As a result, the champion device delivered an impressive PCE of
13.24%, which is the highest PCE reported so far for THPSCs.14

3.1.2 THP quantum dots. Previous studies on LHP quan-
tum dots (QDs) such as CsPbI3, FAPbI3 and Cs1�xFAxPbI3 QDs
have demonstrated improved phase stability.105–107 Therefore,
the preparation of THPs in the form of QDs might also be a
promising strategy for stabilizing THPs. Due to the complicated
preparation process of QDs, the chance of Sn2+ being oxidized
is increased. By simplifying the synthesis process and modifying
the synthesis environment with an antioxidant, Wang et al.
reported a convenient one-pot synthesis method to produce
inorganic CsSnI3 QDs for solar cell applications.40 Antioxidant
solvent additive (ASA) triphenyl phosphite (TPPi) was incorporated
into the perovskite precursor to suppress Sn2+ oxidation. The
resulting QDs in solution could remain stable at room tempera-
ture for 90 days (Fig. 7a and b). Moreover, the devices fabricated
with CsSnI3 QDs demonstrated a promising PCE of 5.03% and
retained 72% of its initial PCE after 30 days of storage in a N2

atmosphere.

3.2 Additive engineering

A range of additives have been explored and incorporated in
THPs, which were demonstrated to have multiple functions
such as suppressing Sn2+ oxidation, compensating for Sn4+

vacancies and passivating the defects. The most commonly
used additives for THPs are tin halides (SnX2, X is Cl, Br,
and F).68,109 Kumar et al. first applied SnF2 as an additive in
CsSnI3,25 and found that the added SnF2 was uniformly dis-
tributed in the CsSnI3 film but did not go into the lattice.
By adding SnF2, the Sn chemical potential was increased, which

Fig. 5 (a) XRD patterns of THP films with different amount of PEA+

incorporated. (b) FWHM of the (100) peaks of films with different amount
of 2D perovskites, and ratios of the (100) peak intensities of 2D/3D films to
those of pristine 3D perovskites with different amounts of 2D perovskites
incorporated. Schematic illustration of the crystal structures of (c) a 3D
perovskite, (d) a 2D/3D perovskite and (e) a 2D PEA2SnI4 perovskite.
(f) GIWAXS images of samples at 65 1C recorded at an incident angle of
0.251 for (f) a 3D perovskite, (g) a 2D/3D mixed perovskite and (h) a
2D perovskite. (i–l) SEM images of FASnI3 perovskites with different
amount of the 2D Sn perovskite (0, 0.08, 0.012, and 0.16 M).41 Copyright
2017, WILEY-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim.
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increased the formation energy of the Sn vacancy. Thus, the
SnF2 doped sample exhibited decreased defect density and
carrier concentrations compared to the pristine sample. Moreover,
such a device demonstrated an encouraging stability of 250 h when
stored inside a glovebox. The SnBr2 additive was also found to
be a suitable additive in terms of surface passivation and phase
stabilization. Heo et al. demonstrated that a SnBr2 doped CsSnI3

film showed negligible degradation compared to a CsSnI3 film
doped with SnF2 and SnCl2 after being stored in a glove box for
100 h. The SnBr2 doped THP demonstrated an enhanced PCE of
4.3%, and the unencapsulated device showed no obvious PCE drop
after being stored in ambient air for 10 h.68 More recently, Liu et al.
reported that by adding 10 mol% SnF2 and 20 mol% SnCl2 in the
perovskite precursor, a Sn-3X triple halide amorphous layer formed
at the surface of the THP film (Fig. 8a and b).29 This amorphous
layer could prevent the perovskite layer from oxidation. Moreover,
such an amorphous layer was hydrophobic, showing a large water
contact angle, and therefore it could protect the perovskite film
from moisture damage by blocking its penetration. The authors
also found that the perovskite grain size was enlarged, showing a
lower density of defects. As a result, the corresponding device
achieved a certified PCE of 10.08% (Fig. 8c) with impressive
operational stability demonstrated for over 1000 h in a N2 atmo-
sphere (Fig. 8d).

Despite being effective additives, tin halides tend to aggre-
gate at the surface and/or grain boundaries of a THP film, as
they do not incorporate into the perovskite lattice, which would
cause a rough surface and lead to non-radiative recombination
at the interfaces.68,110,111 Tai et al. demonstrated that hydro-
xybenzene sulfuric acid and its salt could be used as additives
to enhance the coordination between SnCl2 and perovskite
grains to eliminate tin halide aggregation.112 The hydroxy-
benzene group acted as an antioxidant and prevented the
oxidation of Sn2+. The sulfonate group could improve the
interaction between the perovskite and SnCl2 via coordination

Fig. 6 (a) XRD patterns of GeI2 doped (FA1�xEAx)0.98EDA0.01SI3 perovskite films with different amount of EA incorporated. (b) UV-Vis measurement of
GeI2 doped (FA1�xEAx)0.98EDA0.01SI3 perovskite films with different amount of EA incorporated. (c) The PYS measurement of perovskite films with different
EAI amount. (d) The schematic illumination of band alignment for the PSC with various EA amount. (e) Normalized PL spectra and (f) TRPL spectra of
perovskite films with various EA amount.14 Copyright 2020, Elsevier.

Fig. 7 (a) Schematic of the preparation process of CsSnI3 QD solution
prepared with and without TPPi and the stability of the QD solution stored
for different periods. (b) Scheme of the PVQD production process.40

Copyright 2019, Royal Society of Chemistry.
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and electrostatic attraction. Therefore, this SnCl2–additive
complex could efficiently passivate THPs with significantly
improved stability. As a result, the fabricated FASnI3 devices
exhibited 500 hours of shelf stability in ambient air.112 One year
later, the same research group reported a similar co-additive
strategy by combining reductive gallic acid (GA) and SnCl2 to
form a SnCl2–GA complex. This SnCl2–GA complex could effec-
tively envelop and passivate the perovskite grains (Fig. 8e).108

GA as an antioxidant and a chelating agent could not only
facilitate film growth but also suppress Sn2+ oxidation through
the chemical reaction shown in Fig. 8f. With the strong
coordination between GA and SnCl2 (Fig. 8h), the as-fabricated
film did not show any SnCl2 aggregates (Fig. 8g). The resultant
device demonstrated a PCE of 9.03%. More impressively, the
unencapsulated device survived after storage under ambient
conditions with a humidity level of 20% for 1000 h (Fig. 8i and j).

Other than tin halide salts, antioxidants have also been
explored as additives for the THP precursor. The purity of
Sn2+ salt used for preparing the THP precursor can also affect
the device performance greatly, as the Sn4+ impurity would
induce the formation of defects both in the bulk and on the
surfaces of the THP films. Antioxidants as additives can form a
reducing environment, hence effectively suppressing the oxida-
tion of Sn2+ and enhancing material stability. Feidan et al.
pointed out that Sn4+ is almost inevitable in the precursor
during preparation and storage.59 The addition of Sn powder,
which is a strong reducing agent, in the perovskite precursor is

an effective way to eliminate Sn4+, according to the reaction
Sn4+ + Sn - Sn2+. The significant reduction of Sn4+ in the
precursor would thus suppress the formation Sn vacancies in
THP films. Other antioxidants that contain reducing functional
groups can also be used as additives in THPs. For example, it
was found that piperazine can significantly reduce Sn4+ in Sn2+,
hence suppressing the Sn vacancy formation in THP films.114

Moreover, the diamine group in piperazine could assist crystal
growth and improve film quality. To further enhance the effect
of antioxidants and facilitate the crystal growth of THP,
reducing chemicals with strong coordination with Sn2+ are
used. For instance, the PQO bond in hypophosphorous acid
(HPA) can coordinate well with Sn2+, which suppresses the
Sn2+ oxidation and facilitates the nucleation process in the
meantime. Impressively, with the introduction of HPA in
the CsSnIBr2 layer, the encapsulated device maintained 103%
of its initial PCE after 77 days of storage.115

3.3 Device engineering

3.3.1 Film deposition. The film deposition process plays
a key role in determining the quality of perovskite films,
particularly for THPs that tend to crystallize rapidly. In order
to achieve high-quality THP films, the crystallization needs to
be slowed down. Therefore, a few parameters in the deposition
process of THPs should be adjusted including coating
methods, solvents for precursor preparation, and the selection
of anti-solvent.

Fig. 8 (a) Schematic illustration of the device structure of a Sn-3X device. (b) TEM and HRTEM images of a Sn-3X film. (c) J–V curves of THPSCs with and
without Sn-3X incorporated. (d) The stability test of an encapsulated device measured at the maximum power point (MPPT).29 Copyright 2020, Springer
Nature. (e) Schematic illustration of a FASnI3 based PSC with SnCl2–GA complex wrapped grains. (f) Chemical reaction process between GA and oxygen.
(g) Schematic illustration of the morphologies of FASnI3 films prepared with and without the GA–SnCl2 complex. (h) Schematic illustration of
the interaction between SnCl2 and GA. Stability test of unencapsulated devices with and without additive (i) stored in a glove box and (j) stored in air
with RH = 20%.108 Copyright 2020, American Chemical Society.
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A one-step spin-casting fabrication process usually involves
N,N-dimethylformamide (DMF) and dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO)
as solvents. The use of DMSO can effectively slow down the
crystallization rate of THPs. In 2015, Hao et al. first investigated
the role of DMSO in tin perovskite precursor and fabricated a
THP film via a one-step fabrication process.61 A highly uniform
and pin-hole free MASnI3 film was formed through the phase
transition from the intermediate SnI2�3DMSO. During the spin-
coating process, the anti-solvent was introduced to produce a
uniform and dense perovskite layer (Fig. 9a). Various anti-
solvents including toluene (TL), diethyl ether (DE), and chloro-
benzene (CB) were investigated.35 It was found that, due to
its high boiling point and slow evaporation rate, CB could
assist the crystallization during thermal treatment. With the
combination of hot antisolvent treatment and annealing under
DMSO vapor, Liu et al. demonstrated enlarged grain size of
THPs and further improved the uniformity of THP films.117 It is
worth noting that a recent research study pointed out that the
–SQO group of DMSO can oxidize Sn2+, causing Sn vacancies in
the fabricated film.118 Therefore, developing a new solvent
system or DMSO free process for THP film deposition is crucial
to suppressing the formation of Sn4+ in the THP precursor, and
reducing the trap density in the resultant perovskite film.118

A two-step sequential deposition process can be one of the
solutions to address the DMSO issue. During the two-step
sequential deposition process, a high concentration SnI2 dis-
solved in DMF is first spin-coated on the substrate. Then a drop
of IPA containing MAI or other organic salt is spun cast on the
top of the deposited SnI2 layer. To slow down the crystallization
rate and achieve better film quality using this method,
Zhu et al. introduced trimethylamine (TMA) as an additional
Lewis base to form SnX2–TMA complexes in the first step of the
sequential deposition process. Because the bonding of TMA
with SnI2 is weaker than FA+, the intramolecular change with
the FA+ cation can be facilitated by TMA, which would retard
the crystallization rate and form a compact film with larger

grain size.76 Moreover, with the formation of the compact film,
Sn2+ oxidation can also be suppressed. The resultant THPSC
demonstrated a PCE of 7.09% and retained over 80% of the
initial PCE after being stored in N2 for 20 days. However, due to
the high solubility of SnI2 in IPA, the pre-deposited SnI2 might
be partially washed off by IPA during MAI layer deposition,
which makes it difficult to employ this method for fabricating
THP films; hence it is necessary to develop new solvent systems
or deposition methods that would avoid damaging the under-
neath layer during fabrication.61

Another way to avoid the use of DMSO is thermal evapora-
tion, or a vapor-assisted deposition method. Yu et al. reported a
MASnI3 film deposited using a dual source thermal evaporation
process (Fig. 9c).62 The resultant film was compact with an
excellent coverage. MASnBr3 was also applied in solar cell devices
by Jung et al. through the sequential evaporation method.113

By depositing MABr2 on the top of SnBr2, the oxidation of Sn2+

during fabrication could be prevented (Fig. 9b).
Later in 2016, Yokoyama et al. reported a low-temperature

vapor-assisted solution process (LT-VASP), where a SnI2 layer
was first spun-cast on a TiO2 substrate followed by exposing it
to MAI vapor to grow a MASnI3 film (Fig. 9d).64 The fabricated
film showed full surface coverage with good uniformity, which
solved the current leakage issue in THPSCs. In addition to
MA based THPs, such an LT-VASP technique was also used
to fabricate uniform, dense, and pinhole-free CsSnI3 films,
which paved the way for the fabrication of inorganic THPs.119

However, the THPSCs fabricated with the thermal evaporation
or vapor assisted method still have relatively low PCEs. This
might be due to the difficulties in controlling the temperature
during the deposition process, and the lack of thermally stable
raw materials.120 Hence, further effort is still required to
develop DMSO-free fabrication methods to control the crystal-
lization of THP more precisely.

3.3.2 Device configuration. The device configuration is
another crucial factor that determines the efficiency and stability

Fig. 9 Schematic illustration of perovskite films prepared by (a) a one-step antisolvent process,61 Copyright 2015, American Chemical Society.
(b) a sequential evaporation process,113 Copyright 2016, Royal Society of Chemistry. (c) a dual source thermal evaporation process.62 Copyright 2016,
Royal Society of Chemistry. and (d) a low-temperature vapor-assisted solution process.64 Copyright 2016, American Chemical Society.
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of THPSCs. This section is to analyze the effect of device config-
urations and selection of charge transport materials on device
performance and stability as well as to review the relevant
strategies.

The studies on THPSCs started with the conventional n–i–p
structure using mesoscopic TiO2 as an ETL and spiro-OMeTAD
as an HTL, yielding PCEs in the range of 5–6%.10,11 To reduce
the recombination loss and improve the charge separation at
the THP/ETL interface (Fig. 10a), Ke et al. in 2016 introduced a
layer of ZnS on top of TiO2, forming a cascade energy
structure.116 However, Diau et al. suggested that such an
n–i–p structure was not suitable for THPSCs in terms of device
stability. As illustrated in Fig. 10b and c, the charge separation
tends to happen more easily at the perovskite layer/ETL or
perovskite layer/HTL interface in conventional and inverted
structure devices, respectively, upon illumination. Thus, the
photogenerated holes in conventional structure devices have to
travel a longer distance to reach the HTL; thus they have a
greater chance to induce the oxidation of Sn2+ in the conven-
tional n–i–p structure devices.66 Moreover, the use of doped
HTLs in conventional structure devices would exacerbate the
oxidation of Sn2+.31 In this regard, the inverted p–i–n structure
is preferable for THPSCs.

For p–i–n structured devices, C60 is always deployed as an
ETL material. In 2015, Marshall et al. found that replacing C60

with indene-C60 bis-adduct (ICBA) that has a shallower LUMO
than C60 is beneficial for the reduction of voltage deficit.
The VOC of the fabricated device was successfully increased
from 0.28 V to 0.55 V for a CsSnI3 THPSC.121 More recently,
Xianyuan et al. implemented a similar strategy by replacing the

commonly used phenyl-C61-butyric acid methyl ester (PCBM)
with ICBA in devices based on 2D/3D THPs.15 Fig. 10d shows
the valence band levels of perovskite films derived from UPS
measurement, and the corresponding energy diagrams of the
devices with different ETLs are presented in Fig. 10e, with ICBA
showing a shallower energy level than PCBM. Such optimal
band alignment resulted in a remarkable VOC increment from
0.6 V to 0.94 V due to suppressed interfacial recombination
(Fig. 10f and g), which improved the PCE from 7.7% to 12.4%.
To the best of our knowledge, this is the highest VOC reported
for THPSCs so far with a minimal voltage loss of 0.41 V.

4. Conclusions and perspectives

The past few years have witnessed tremendous progress in
THPSCs. Nevertheless, three major challenges remained to be
addressed: (1) Sn2+ oxidation, which would lead to heavy p-type
self-doping and the formation of A, Sn, and X vacancies as
indicated in Fig. 11. The increased hole concentration and
vacancies would cause significant charge recombination and
deteriorate device performance and stability. (2) Due to the
strong interaction between the organic cation and Sn2+, the
fast crystallization of 3D THPs could lead to uneven nucleation
and crystal growth. This would result in poor morphology
control and the formation of cracks and pinholes (Fig. 11).
(3) The suboptimal device architecture would lead to energy
level mismatch and material degradation, and hence reduce
device efficiency and stability. In this Review, we have critically
summarized and assessed the recent strategies for addressing

Fig. 10 (a) Schematic configurations of a cascade ETL structure.116 Copyright 2016, American Chemical Society. Schematic configurations of charge
transport in (b) a conventional structure device and (c) an inverted structure device.66 Copyright 2019, American Chemical Society. (d) UPS spectra of
perovskite layers with and without treatment with SCN. (e) Schematic configurations of device energy levels with different ETLs. (f) Surface potential
distribution of perovskite/PCBM and perovskite/ICBA. (g) Schematic illumination of interface recombination for PSCs with different ETLs.15 Copyright
2020, Springer Nature.
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these issues. Based on the fundamental understanding, here
we propose some possible research directions that should be
considered in the years ahead to further improve the stability
and PCE of THPSCs.

(1) Perovskite composition and dimension tuning

The tuning of the composition and dimensions of perovskites
with different A, B, and X ions could have a significant impact
on their intrinsic properties and stability. As illustrated in
Fig. 11, by incorporating A-site large cations into the perovskite
lattice, the crystallization and film formation can be greatly
improved, leading to high-quality THP films and enhanced
PCE. However, most of the A-site cations do not have the
reducing ability and hence cannot suppress Sn2+ oxidation.
Exploring large A-site cations, or the coordination of more than
one A-site cation that contains a reducing group (hydroxyl
group, the amine group, etc.) could simultaneously improve
both the structural and chemical stability of THPs.

In addition to A-site cation modification, other low toxicity
substitution elements for Pb2+ at the B-site (Sb+, Ge2+, Mn2+,
Bi3+, Sn4+) should also be considered.122–125 For instance,
partially replacing 50% of Sn2+ with Ge2+ in CsSnI3 perovskite
has proven to be an effective way to enhance the device
stability. However, the reported thermal evaporation methods
are rather complicated for the fabrication of CsSn0.5Ge0.5I3

films, which makes it difficult to further improve the perfor-
mance. Hence, solution-processed methods should be developed
for easy film fabrication and more effective passivation.

Since there are still numerous perovskite compositions to
be explored, theoretical prediction should also be applied as
a powerful tool to assist composition tuning and additive
engineering.126,127 For future studies, machine learning is expected
to play a key role in achieving intrinsically stable THPs with perfect
passivation.

(2) DMSO-free crystallization process

Replacing DMSO with another solvent that does not contain an
oxidizing function group (e.g., –SQO), such as N-methyl-2-
pyrrolidone (NMP) or dimethylpropyleneurea (DMPU), could
avoid the Sn2+ oxidation within the precursor solution. With
increased material purity, the formation of Sn4+ can be sup-
pressed. In addition, the DMSO-free sequential method and
vapor-assisted film deposition method should also be further
optimized as these methods can avoid the use of oxidizing
solvent and hence prevent Sn4+ formation during the crystal-
lization process.

(3) Defect passivation

Passivating THP surfaces with chemicals that could form
strong bonding with undercoordinated Sn2+ and halide ions
can protect the dangling ions on the perovskite surface. Passi-
vating the surfaces with SnX2 or a reducing salt–SnX2 complex
as shown in Fig. 11 can be one of the passivation strategies that
are worth further exploring. Moreover, some recent advances in
LHPs might also be applicable to THPs. Inspired by the strong
bonding of lead oxysalt,128 in situ growth of a tin oxysalt might
be able to effectively passivate the surface defects and more
importantly prevent Sn2+ from oxidation.

(4) Device structure engineering

Optimizing the device structure of THPSCs with carefully
selected charge transport layers could further improve the band
alignment as illustrated in Fig. 11, leading to reduced voltage
loss and increased PCEs. Moreover, the commonly used HTL
PEDOT:PSS for an inverted device structure could be corrosive
for the THP layer and hence could deteriorate the device
performance and stability.65 The adoption of HTMs that are
more stable (PTAA, NiOx, etc.) or developing HTM-free device

Fig. 11 Schematic illustration of challenges facing THPSCs and strategies for addressing these challenges.
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structures could avoid the possible reactions between THPs and
charge transport materials, which is expected to further
improve the device stability. In addition, replacing commonly
used organic buffer layers such as bathocuproine (BCP) with
robust inorganic materials such as SnO2,129 ZnO,130 and LiF131

could further boost the stability of THPSCs.
Although many important issues remain unsolved, THPs

have shown the potential to be a promising non-toxic replace-
ment for LHPs. We believe this focused Review could shed light
on the journey toward more efficient and stable THPSCs for
practical application.
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